In 2005, New South Wales and Victoria celebrate the 150th anniversary of Australia’s first state constitutions. But despite their long history, how secure are the states in the culture and practice of Australian federalism? In another 150 years, will state governments exist as we know them today?

In this paper Dr A J Brown reviews how Australia’s constitutional evolution has been strongly influenced by active and concrete ideas about a unitary constitutional system, beginning with under-recognised plans of the British Government dating from the late 1830s and repeated through a variety of home-grown proposals in most decades since. These traditions have a persistence which contemporary political science is often at a loss to explain, but which are here suggested to reflect a widely shared sense of a constitutional structure that Australia was ‘meant to have’, according to many citizens’ foundational political values, notwithstanding the specific twists and turns of postcolonial history. Alongside competing interpretations of federal values which have also been poorly understand, this vein of unitary political theory helps identify the extent to which Australian constitutional practice has become a mix of the worst of two traditions, rather than a balance or merging of their best elements as we might otherwise like to believe. Both the influence of unitary values, and their poorly reconciled relationship with federal principles continue to be strongly visible in contemporary politics, prompting the question whether or when we will again reinvest in an effective public discourse around the structural or territorial legitimacy of Australian federalism and intergovernmental relations.
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1. Introduction: Fate of a Breeze?

Australians do not need State governments. In fact, we never needed State governments. If the French explorer La Perouse had arrived in Australia before Captain James Cook, we would not have had States at all. So for all those absolutists who think that States are essential to our future, I say that we only have them because of the fate of a breeze.

Jim Soorley, former Lord Mayor of Brisbane, “Do we need a federal system…” in Hudson & Brown (eds), Restructuring Australia: Regionalism, Republicanism and Reform of the Nation-State (Federation Press, 2004), p.39

More than a century after Federation, and 150 years since responsible government, Australians can be trusted to be positive about the fact they are a relatively liberal democracy. They can also be trusted to be satisfied that they are a nation, and probably that their national constitution is one which recognises more than simply one national level of government – that is, that their constitutional system assigns importance and permanence to what law-and-geography scholars call subnational as well as national “legal life” (Blomley 1994: 114).

Beyond these presumptions, however, it becomes difficult for political scientists to claim consensus about social satisfaction with the form of the Australian federation, or the specific political geography of Australian federal, state and local government. Instead Australians, commentators and political leaders alike tend to adopt a certain fatalism or impotence regarding a political structure that we often admit to be inadequate, but with which we must resign ourselves to work because history has taken the matter out of our hands. Popular stereotypes abound regarding the unfortunate if not incompetent way in which colonial Australia was subdivided by British authorities between 1788 and the granting of responsible government in the 1850s, leaving us with a lop-sided group of colonies and subsequently a lop-sided federation. By 1901, “the political history and geography” of these established self-governing colonies made it “hardly surprising” that Australia became a federation (Galligan 1995: 32, 52-5; see also Sawyer 1969: 135, 179; Hirst 2000: 1; Saunders, 2001: 133), but its specific structure is not something of which many seem proud. In 2002, Prime Minister John Howard told Australia’s National Assembly of Local Governments that he was in no doubt that “if Australia was starting over it would not have the same government structure”, even if he also concludes that to worry about it now is “an empty theoretical exercise” (quoted Hassan 2002) or “pure theorising” (Howard 2005).

Are we accurate in our assumptions about the twists of constitutional history that we now see as regrettable, or the notion that it is pointless to ponder on how things might be made better? This paper continues an argument begun earlier (Brown 2004a, 2004b) that it is in fact vital to ponder these assumptions, because in many serious respects, our diagnosis of our own history has become quite inaccurate. For example, we now know to question assumptions that Australia’s rough-and-ready colonial subdivisions were forced on British colonial authorities by dint of circumstance, reflected poor or non-existent European knowledge of the ground, and only later came to be part of an ex-post-facto federal idea. Instead we have evidence that British authorities probably launched the subdivision process, in the 1820s, with an ultimately federal dependent nation in mind. On this account, when joined by the evidence of colonial communities campaigning actively for colonial separations, and also still thinking
nationalistically from an early stage, we develop a picture of earlier, but different styles of federalism embedded in our imported political culture than we often let on. Rather than Australian federalism developing later, in the late 19th century, we are now beginning to see that federalism arrived in the 1820s-1830s; and that far from creating a superficially perfect and natural federal union in the 1890s, our subsequent constitution-making only succeeded in institutionalising the less dynamic and democratic of these underlying federal values.

Similarly, a deeper grasp of the history and unresolved conflicts between Australian federal ideas is only part of the key to understanding our ongoing constitutional dilemmas. Another body of ideas is clearly relevant: the theory that Australia would always have been better served by a unitary political system. In such a system, sovereignty is not divided between the national and state governments in the manner of a federal system. Instead, as in British traditions, the sovereign legislative power of the people would be vested in the national parliament without formal restriction; and in place of the states, alternative subnational governments would exist at the provincial and/or regional and/or local level, of obvious great practical and political importance in the constitutional system but not claiming their own ‘sovereignty’ in a federal constitutional sense.

The earlier paper mounted a claim that to understand the structural and territorial dissatisfactions affecting Australia’s constitutional system, we should place our history of these unitary traditions alongside those of our federal traditions, and can in this way discern a ‘territorial trio’ of traditions including a better view of the ideas – and problems – that dominate today (Brown 2004b: 40; Figure 1 below). This paper seeks to explain the history and importance of these unitary traditions in Australian constitutional debate and practice – not as an exhaustive guide, but as a demonstration that as with alternative bodies of federal ideas, the influence of unitary ideas is far more real, pervasive and abiding than recent political science or constitutional theory has often been prepared to admit.

The first part of the paper investigates the nature of the predominant unitary theories by tracking some of their major manifestations in Australian political debate. This background reveals unitary theories to be not the kind of marginal cross-current of political ideas that some defenders of federalism sometimes allege, but rather a deep undercurrent of our political practice of federalism that appears unlikely to ever go away. This historical review also provokes some basic questions similar to those posited earlier in relation to our federal theory: when did coherent notions of a national unitary political structure for Australia commence, and where should these stand in contemporary understandings about our original destiny? The second part of the paper answers these questions by locating ‘the constitution we were meant to have’: the Stephen model, a constitutional structure that British colonial authorities sought repeatedly to introduce to Australia over the decade from the late 1830s to late 1840s, before giving up and largely washing their hands of Australian constitutional affairs. This original unitary blueprint remains important today, not simply as an under-recognised historical event but because it resonates strongly with so many subsequent alternative theories, and correlates with what many may argue is a continuing trajectory of constitutional evolution. In conclusion, I argue that by better understanding our own history of ideas, we may have some better prospect of discerning the best of these traditions and giving them greater force in our constitutional development. The alternative seems to be a continuing, unrewarding, inefficient and potentially fruitless struggle to reconcile ourselves to a constitutional system that combines the worst, rather than the best, of our major traditions.
Figure 1. Australia’s Territorial Trio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>First Federalism (Decentralist)</th>
<th>Unitary Traditions (Decentralist)</th>
<th>‘Conventional’ Centralised Federalism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source and route of ideas</td>
<td>From 1820s</td>
<td>From 1830s</td>
<td>From 1840s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key manifestations</td>
<td>Colonial separation and new state movements; 20thC Federal Reconstruction Movements.</td>
<td>Strong local government systems as alternative to territorial fragmentation; movements for state abolition.</td>
<td>Australian federation/unification movements generally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present at Federation?</td>
<td>Yes (Chapter VI).</td>
<td>Yes (Unification).</td>
<td>Yes (Simple compact).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance achieved?</td>
<td>Arguably not yet (no substantial territorial decentralization since 1859).</td>
<td>No (credible local/regional governments never allowed to develop).</td>
<td>Arguably not yet (decentralization demands remain unsatisfied by centralized surrogates).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Unitary theory in Australian politics

In recent decades, arguments for a unitary political system – often framed in terms of the abolition of State governments – have been distinctly out of vogue among dominant political groups, scholars and commentators. The last strong defence of the unitary alternative by a political scientist (Maddox 1973) came at an inopportune time. A majority of politics scholars instead became interested in the apparent revival of federalism, and an apparent consensus that federalism as we know it is now permanent, even if problematic – the challenges are to learn to finally make it work properly, after 100 years, rather than to keep whinging about its inherent conflicts and dysfunctions. As often happens, the Australian revival followed a similar one in North America and Europe, where federalism had previously been depicted as a transitory stage in the evolution of nations, destined either to disintegrate or mature into more integrated, unitary forms of government as "primordial" territorial cleavages like ex-colonial states naturally faded away (Schwartz 1974: 2; also Gibbins 1982: 1). However by the 1970s we began rejecting this modernist vision and decided that such cleavages were destined to remain. If by nothing else, federalism's permanence was made explicable by the fact that territorially, it has its own powerful "self-perpetuating dynamic" (Galligan 1981: 128-9; also 1986: 256; Galligan & Walsh 1991; Sawer 1969; Holmes & Sharman 1977: 21, 57; Davis 1978: 206).

This acceptance of federalism – or at least, this degree of acceptance of one interpretation of federalism – has nevertheless come at a cost. We seem at a loss to explain why a diversity of voices continue to proclaim the need for substantial structural and territorial reform of the Constitution, and in particular why such reform could validly be based around abolition of the States. Apparently satisfied that our current federal framework is the 'highest' constitutional form to which we need aspire, Professor Brian Galligan (1995: 61, 198) had little time for the suggested revival of the unitary idea by former Fraser Minister, Ian Macphee (1994a, 1994b); nor for suggestions by the Business Council of Australia that Australia should ultimately aim to restructure its constitution – whether federal or otherwise – from three tiers of government to something closer to two (BCA 1991; see also BCA 2004). Other popular expressions of such views, such as Rodney Hall’s book *Abolish the States!* (1998) pass completely under the radar of serious analysis. Yet there seems to be at least as much permanence to this under-current of opinion as to current ideas of federalism. What’s more, the idea of major constitutional restructure around unitary principles is not simply an elite or expert phenomena, but seems deeply ingrained in popular attitudes. Galligan accepts that "so long as Australia has a federal system there will probably be critics calling for its abolition" (Galligan 1995: 61, 92, 122), while Glyn Davis (1996: 14) has described calls for abolition of one tier of government as not just strong but "likely to get stronger." The Constitutional Centenary Foundation found considerable evidence that serious reform remained an issue, particularly among young people and local government; while empirical evidence in 2001 pointed to belief by a majority of Queensland adults that the constitutional structure should and probably would change in a major way (Brown 2002a; 2002b). In practice, particularly with the federal government and all State governments being of different party-political persuasions, much public debate continues to be conducted with a reliable degree of hyper-criticism of the value, behaviour and relevance of the States.

What are the origins of these broad veins of constitutional dissatisfaction? In addition to dissent based on Australia’s original decentralist federal traditions, do these apparently anti-
federal ideas rely on a preferred unitary theory, and if so, what do they contain and when did they commence? As with federal ideas, the need for a complete history is growing. At the close of the 20th century, one sympathiser seemed to believe that popular ideas of state abolition were relatively recent, almost embryonic (Jungwirth 2001: 135). Another frequent assumption is that debate "for and against the states" has only been occurring “on and off” since Federation (Galligan 1988: 291), as if unitary ideas have had their main life as a reaction to federalism, only relevant since Federation itself (see also Davis 1987: 21; Craven 1992a: 67-8). Yet another frequent assumption is that unitary ideas as opposed to federal ones, or 'Unification' as an alternative to 'Federation', are based in an inherently centralist, socialist model of government, the Australian Labor Party having adopted this as a constitutional platform from 1919 to the 1930s, and kept it on the books until the 1960s, with resonances into the 1980s and 1990s (Crisp 1978: 23ff; Galligan 1995: 91ff).

There are clear reasons to question all these assumptions, and look for some of the more abiding characteristics of unitary theory over time. Certainly, Labor’s attacks on the states certainly elevated anti-federalism to the highest levels of political debate, not least in the Unification platform, symbolized by the map at Figure 2.

**Figure 2. Labor map (ALP 1920, from Ellis 1933)**
However, it is vital to note that Labor was not the sole force of 20th century centralism, and in the early 20th century, certainly not the sole force nor the originator of unitary constitutional plans. The clearest counterpoint is that Labor was almost beaten to its unitary platform by the founder of the Country Party, and lead ‘new state’ activist, Earl Page (see Brown 2001). Page’s 1917 "plea for unification" denounced Australia's "bastard constitution" even before this became fashionable in the Labor party (Page 1917; 1963: 45). Significantly, Page's assault was not leftist and clearly sought at least as much decentralisation as centralisation, in the form of new "provinces… big enough to attack national schemes in a large way, but small enough for every legislator to be thoroughly conversant with every portion of the area."

In order to understand why such sentiments existed, and how deeply they ran through Australia’s political and constitutional fabric, we would need to review the entire state of federalism’s development and dysfunctions at the time. More simply, for present purposes, we can also measure the relative strength of these ideas through some of the major reactions to those dysfunctions. A first example is the 1927-29 Peden Royal Commission on the Constitution, appointed by the Bruce-Page Commonwealth Government as the first major general evaluation of the systems of government established at and since Federation. Of the seven members, five (Peden, Colebatch, Bowdren, Abbott and McNamara) were federal and state parliamentarians chosen to represent the party interests of the time, with additional representatives from the union movement (Duffy) and employers (Ashworth). The wider strength of the idea that Federation should evolve into Unification was demonstrated by the minority report to this effect by three of the seven Royal Commissioners (McNamara, Duffy and Ashworth), criticizing the state divisions as "not planned in accordance with any principle"; "mere historic accidents" that "are not natural" (Peden et al. 1929: 247). Particularly telling was the fact that Ashworth, invited onto the Commission as the Government’s representative capitalist, opposed the Government’s own representatives and sided with labour on this fundamental issue.

A second example of the strength of unitary values, from the same period, is the famous turn taken by the High Court of Australia in 1920 in its approach to interpretation of the Constitution’s attempted division of legislative power between Commonwealth and States. In the Engineers’ case (1920), a court dominated by its second round of appointees, Henry Bourne Higgins and Isaac Isaacs, overturned the various attempts by the original Griffith court to quarantine state legislative power from erosion by the Commonwealth through the doctrine of state ‘reserve powers’. Higgins and Isaacs had, of course, been part of the substantial minority of 1890s Federation delegates who consistently pushed for larger federal powers than ultimately agreed in the 1901 constitutional text. However just as important as the fact they finally had their way in 1920, is the extent to which their reasoning was explicitly opposed to federalist principles of divided sovereignty, and based instead in British-styled unitary constitutional values, as demonstrated by the lead judgment delivered by Isaacs:

The Constitution… recited the agreement of the people of the various colonies, as they then were, ‘to unite in one indissoluble Federal Commonwealth under the Crown of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland…’. ‘The Crown,’ as that recital recognizes, is one and indivisible throughout the Empire. Elementary as that statement appears, it is essential to recall it, because its truth and its force have been overlooked, not merely during the argument of this case, but also on previous occasions. Distinctions have been
relied on between the ‘Imperial King,’ the ‘Commonwealth King’ and the ‘State King’. … The first step in the examination of the Constitution is to emphasize the primary legal axiom that the Crown is ubiquitous and indivisible in the King’s dominions. Though the Crown is one and indivisible throughout the Empire, its legislative, executive and judicial power is exercisable by different agents in different localities…. [But nevertheless] The Commonwealth Constitution as it exists for the time being, dealing expressly with sovereign functions of the Crown in its relation to Commonwealth and to States, necessarily so far binds the Crown, and laws validly made by authority of the Constitution, bind, so far as they purport to do so, the people of every State considered as individuals or as political organisms called States (Engineers’ case 1920, per Knox CJ, Isaacs, Rich and Starke JJ).

While perhaps inevitable as an interpretive approach, the direction taken by the High Court since 1920 has often been credited with assisting a trend of centralization in the federal system, given that from this time the Commonwealth tier of government could be validly characterized as a unitary system in its own right, overlaid on the existing unitary systems of the states, whose legislative powers were truly unlimited provided they held to their enumerated subject matter (all capable of broad definition). From the 1940s, this interpretive method combined with expansive use of the defence and taxation powers, enabled the Commonwealth to begin dominating the federal system in ways that certainly cured many of the uncertainties of the early post-Federation period, and which many regarded as necessary if not vital if Australia was to build the type of integrated, national industrial-era economy desired in the 1950s-1960s. The ascendancy of unitary values in this process is well recognized, even if also lamented by many, as captured in 1954 by the economist S J Butlin:

[I]n most, but not quite all, functions of government we have an effective unification within a nominal federalism…. To deplore the departures from what the Founding Fathers designed is perfectly legitimate; to see dangers of centralisation and overgovernment in trends away from… federalism may be completely justified. But it is not sensible to believe that it is practical politics to secure in this country a reversion towards federalism and less of the near unitary state we have reached. The clock will not go backwards (Butlin 1954, quoted McMinn 1979: 169).

The clock has certainly not gone backwards since 1954. Australia’s species of ‘federalism via double unitary centralism’ has led to a uniquely centralized form of constitutional system, especially in its structure of public finance. In 1999 the introduction of a New Tax System was rationalized and defended on the basis it would deliver all the proceeds of the federally-collected Goods & Services Tax (GST) to the States. However this only extended the previous ‘vertical fiscal imbalance’, as noted by Canadian political economist Stanley L Winer’s query about fiscal centralization being “so pronounced in Australia that one is tempted to ask if an initial constitutional division of powers imposes any constraints at all on the actual effective assignment of policy instruments” (Winer 2002: 96). In March-April 2005, the eventual realization that state governments have no more enforceable constitutional right to the proceeds of the GST than to any other federally-collected taxes, has borne out the lone voices who earlier identified the GST as a “stealth missile” for the states (Wood 1999). Constant arguments for the inherent virtues of uniform legislation in almost every area of public policy, and the need for this to be pursued by cooperative negotiation in the few areas where the Commonwealth cannot already achieve it by legislative or financial force, emphasise the extent to which Australia has, in many respects, a unitary system.
To fully understand these unitary trends, we still need to know where they came from. Clearly their ascendency is not owed mainly, or particularly, to any subterranean victory of socialism through Labor’s ‘Unification’ policy – many of the most important and longest periods of Commonwealth centralization and consolidation have been under supposedly ‘federalism-friendly’ Conservative governments. Nor does it any longer seem plausible that Labor’s endorsement of Unification resulted primarily from its role as the major political group “not a party to the original constitutional compact” of the 1890s, as widely believed even by Labor historians (Sawer 1969: 134; also Holmes & Sharman 1977: 25-7, 102-16; Crisp 1978: 230-1; Galligan 1995: 93-4; Hirst 2000: 167).

At least three further bodies of historical evidence point to the entrenched nature of unitary values as a feature of the Australian popular-political psyche, well ahead of the events of the 1920s. The first is the evidence that neither Page nor Labor invented these alternative constitutional ideas, any more than federalist ‘new state’ ideas were invented at this time – rather they adopted them out of an existing populist debate in which the reputed qualities of ‘unification’ transcended the early left-right divide in national politics. The first 'homegrown' map of an alternative, post-colonial territorial structure under a unitary Australian constitution apparently surfaced in 1913, drawn by an eclectic group of utopian Victorian-era nationalists led by John Boyd Steel (Figure 3; see Winckel 2000: 30).

**Figure 3. Provinces and territories of a unitary Australia - J B Steel, 1908-1913**
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Source: J. B. Steel's 'Young Australia National Party'; Church (1913: 191), Winckel (2000: 30).
A second critical body of evidence comes from the fact that ideas about Unification did not simply postdate Federation, and all its early teething problems, but had circulated as a discrete alternative to Federation since before the latter occurred. Prominent examples include the 1894 plan of NSW premier George Dibbs (see Crisp 1990: 68ff; Irving 1999a: 45-6, 356, 430; Botsman 2000), while as early as 1879, Henry Parkes had also assumed that British unity was the right template for union, with separate jurisdictions amalgamated under one legislature (Crisp 1990: 49ff). Even if Dibbs' or Parkes' original ideas are dismissed as maverick or driven by short-term expediency, they clearly are not explained by socialism, Labor's role in Federation, nor any 20th century economics and party-politics.

Nor is it necessarily safe to assume that these unitary theories were marginal to the theory or politics of Federation as it was ultimately achieved. A third body of evidence indicates that to a significant extent, the concept of Unification – entry into nationhood in the form of a unitary political system, with a national parliament to act in place of the Imperial one – underpinned and energized the concept of Federation itself. In many ways this is not surprising, since we know that popular political demand for unity must have been strong to force such independent colonial legislatures to surrender any of the autonomy that clearly had to be sacrificed in any union (Macintyre 1999: 136; Hirst 2000). However the key to understanding just how strongly the popular sentiment ran, seems to lie in the extent to which Australians and their leaders liked to liken the value of territorial union not simply to American precedent, but more directly to the notion of territorial union embedded in their vision of the United Kingdom. Britannia ruled because it had managed to consolidate itself into one nation out of four: England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales. And of course, Britain had done so not via a federal union, but a legislative unification in which just one parliament reigned supreme, representing all within a singular sovereignty so glorious in its conceptual ubiquity and indivisibility, as well as its geopolitical power and economic success.

According to Christie (1989), the concepts of political unity that flowed from this vision of the Mother Country were positively reified in British colonies in the late 19th century. In Australia, where the superiority of British political precedent was rarely subject to question (Kingston 1993: 57-9), we see this reification in the convictions regarding the cultural, religious, racial and political homogeneity of the colonies, that so explicitly underpinned arguments for union. We also see it in the language of British-style 'Unification' used by a range of leading unionists. For example, Western Australia's John Forrest argued Australia met the conditions for British-style unity so well there was simply no further need for "imaginary lines drawn on a map, which in a great many instances are drawn haphazard" (1896, quoted de Garis 1999: 294). After editing the first official draft Constitution, Queensland premier Samuel Griffith publicly described the goal of this union as "unification", a means of overcoming colonial divisions that were mostly "imaginary lines" (Griffith 1891: 72). For all his admiration of America, Tasmania's Andrew Inglis Clark, of loyalist Scottish descent, took as his primary territorial reference the “entire and perfect Union” created when Scotland and England joined in 1707 (see Just 1891: 34; Clark 1895: 108; Clark 1902: 214). Popular cartoons depicted the "happy federal family" not preserving but "clearing away" colonial boundaries (Quiz 1900). This public political logic, as opposed to that with which the constitutional text was negotiated, discloses some of the distinctly unitary underpinnings of Australia's national rationale. Another example, from four decades earlier at the time of responsible government, comes in the form of the Shoalhaven petition of 1853, calling for a national union in Australia on the basis that the "great study and aim of all practical British
Statesmen” had always been “not only to have and preserve one British Constitution, but also to assimilate the local laws of England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales” (see NSW Legislative Council 1853b; Brown 2004b: 48).

Finally, in tracking Australians’ unitary predilections back to this somewhat sentimental, colonial-era ideal of British national unity, we find a further key feature common across our experience of unitary traditions. This is the extent to which models of Unification have been based not simply on the presumed benefits of national unity, but on decentralized unitary principles in which – notwithstanding the undivided sovereignty of the national parliament – much of the real work of government needed to be carried out by subnational political authorities of various kinds. Such was the true nature, of course, of British rule in which local and county government had always still been taken for granted. In Australia’s case, in fact, unification proposals such as Dibbs’ 1894 plan, the Steel-era plans, and even the ALP 1919 plan presumed a written constitution in which the legislative power of the national parliament was indeed comprehensive, but in which the territories and powers of the subnational units (typically provinces) were nevertheless still also constitutionally protected. The mysterious way in which Earl Page held to both unification and new states as a goal, therefore, also becomes less cryptic as we appreciate this intersection of principles. Just as Federation had unitary underpinnings, so too Australian ideas of Unification had already internalized many fundamentally federal principles.

**Figure 4. Regional states of a Renewed Commonwealth - Chris Hurford A0 (1998, 2004)**
If we leap back to the present day, we find further evidence of this overlapping in one of the more recent constitutional alternatives to emerge, advanced by former Labor Minister Chris Hurford AO (1998; 2004; figure 4). Hurford’s plan resonates strongly with unitary traditions, not least in its proposals for a similarly decentralized political structure. However this unitary-style plan is also presented explicitly as an endorsement of, and not derogation from, the principles of federalism, possibly for the first time ever in Australian public debate, and certainly since that crucial period in the 1920s when our present federal and unitary stereotypes began to ossify. One of the most visible and crucial features of our unitary traditions, therefore, is that they have sought to institutionalize both national and subnational ‘legal life’, but to formally enlarge the former and to reconstitute the latter at a spatial level closer to that which we would today regard as ‘the regional’. This is also the essence of federal theory as endorsed by Australian scholars, even if not Australian federal practice.

Do we have a constitutional tradition, then, in which we have sometimes combined the best of both these original veins of constitutional thought: our original decentralist experiences of federalism, and our British-style unitary values? If so, we might also ask how this potential for overlap compares to the type of reconciliation we have achieved in practice in the present day. But before concluding with these questions, we have two further historical mysteries to resolve. When was the idea of a unitary constitutional structure first mooted as a coherent option for Australia as a continental entity? And in particular, if some Australian colonists quickly came to see the logic of a national constitutional structure using these principles, how confident are we that British colonial authorities didn’t also do so?
3. ‘The Constitution We Were Meant To Have’: British unification policy 1830s-1840s

As indicated in earlier parts of this paper, Australians have often rooted the perceived dysfunctions of their federal system home to the British decisions resulting in a curious tapestry of colonial boundaries by the time of the Australian Colonies Act 1861. According to myth, the lop-sided nature of Australia’s constitutional system can be blamed on the “blind Whitehall clerk” supposedly responsible for these misinformed subdivisions (see e.g. Whitlam 1971: 11; Chapman & Wood 1984: 169-70; cf Davis 1987: 22-23). Such myths remain pervasive even among recognised political conservatives, despite also carrying the double-edged sword of a sense of destiny having passed out of our control – such as when Minister Tony Abbott reflects that it is “important not to be sentimental about the States”, “accident as much as design” having made Australia a federation (Abbott 2004: 185). Yet we know the history has not been a matter of blind fate. Some of the most important divisions were fought out primarily in colonial political debate rather than originating in London. On a broader level, we also now know that official British thinking about the territorial dimensions of Australian constitutional development was not blind, but more comprehensive and oriented towards an eventual, inevitable nationhood. Figure 5 above provides a useful reminder of the reality that national blueprints were part of British thinking from an early stage.

We also know that British colonial authorities did not begin with a preference for a unitary (and centralised) political approach, only to be forced by local realities to grant the subdivisions that resulted in a federal system. Yet the fact remains that the process of federal-style subdivision that commenced in 1825 rapidly faltered. Three subdivisions occurred between 1825 and 1836, but the subdivision of Victoria was held up until 1851, and Queensland did not follow until 1859 – putting aside all the other demanded or possible subdivisions that never followed at all. This slowing and uncertainty all suggests a certain confusion, lack of interest or possible incompetence. Was colonial politics itself the only problem, in the form of resistance from local Sydney officialdom and the pastoralists dominating the fledgling NSW Legislative Council?

The answer to both the above questions – why the British plan of federalist subdivision faltered, and when did the first coherent plan for a unitary Australia appear – is the same. From the late 1830s, in a reverse trend to that commonly assumed, the experiences of the British colonial office led it to move away from federal-style subdivision as its first preference in constitutional design, back towards unitary theory. In this period the British colonial office developed the first coherent plan for an Australia with a constitution based on unitary principles. This ‘constitution we were meant to have’ was a decentralised unitary political structure capped off by a general (national) parliament but in which the bulk of government was effectively carried out by district (regional) councils. The new theory argued that while existing colonial groups should still be welded together into national dominions, colonisation and decentralisation need not be reliant directly on territorial subdivision, but rather pursued by devolving responsibility onto 'district councils' free of legislative trappings. On this plan, colonisation could be supported more flexibly and efficiently, while promoting a national legislative jurisdiction with an appropriate sense of unity, and allowing government to develop along something closer to a traditional British unitary lines. This plan was highly developed, pursued over a 10 year period through three phases of policy proposals. Only after these attempts were exhausted, in 1847, did the colonial office reluctantly re-endorse subdivision as a constitutional strategy, freeing the way for separation of Port Phillip.

The first step in understanding the rationale for this policy shift, and one of the reasons why it has gone under-detected in Australian history, is that it was galvanized not by events in Australia but in British North America. Whereas the 1820s saw considerable official interest in the colonial benefits of American federalism, by the late 1830s the problems of imitating a multi-colonial strategy in Canada were causing a major change of heart. As a single province, Canada was separated into two in 1791, but almost ever since, French-speaking Lower Canada had been a political problem. In 1836, the Gosford Commission was appointed to devise a new constitutional formula, but its mixed results were rendered out of date when armed revolts in Lower Canada in 1837-38 prompted a more decisive British reaction – the total reunification of the Canadas with a single colonial legislature, under the Union Act of 1840 (Martin 1972; McKenna 1996: 29). The Canada problem cemented the British consensus that it had been a mistake to separate the Canadas in the first place. Particularly when the problem was a territorially-discrete cultural minority, the experience provided a direct reminder that Britain's own constitution contained a territorial strategy for welding disparate populations into one powerful nation – the type of unitary legislature in which minorities could be represented but still contained by the national interest, the principle "found perfectly efficacious in Great Britain" (Lord Durham 1839, quoted Martin 1972: 54-74; McMinn 1979: 36).
In Australia, the resolution of the Canada problem was read not for its territorial implications, but for the principles of colonial responsible government set out in Durham's report (Melbourne 1963: 261, 310-28, 383-6; McMinn 1979: 31, 48; McKenna 1996: 29-30). In reality Durham's argument that a unified legislature was competent to exercise far greater power was part of the argument for territorial reunion, not necessarily a goal in itself (Martin 1972: 69). Less directly relevant, and thus apparently less obvious to Australia's colonial leaders was the underlying shift in sympathy away from the idea of multiple colonies. Decentralisation remained an intrinsic goal of colonial development and the federal territorial path remained one alternative, but it was no longer preferred.

The alternative Australian plan, on more unitary principles, had already been evolving since 1836 in the mind of James Stephen, permanent under-secretary of the Colonial Office. The first of Stephen's three attempts to introduce his model began in 1838, and like the subsequent two attempts, it is most obviously tracked in the evidence of British attempts to introduce the cornerstone of any decentralized unitary system: a comprehensive system of local government. This was missing in all four Australian colonies, and was a cause of great consternation, partly because it provided no institutional platform for local development and partly because New South Wales’ largely ex-convict free population was still considered politically immature to elect a full legislature. In response, Stephen negotiated a Constitution Bill for New South Wales which included a more powerful and representative legislature, but whose members were to be secondarily elected from a new, first tier of local councils. While this Bill languished pending the decision on convict transportation (Melbourne 1963: 237), the Colonial Office nevertheless began proceeding down this path in Western Australia, where Australia's first town trusts and councils were formed in 1838, and in Adelaide where, unlike in Sydney, a town council was incorporated a year later (see Pike 1957: 39, 241; Larcombe 1961: 31; Chapman & Wood 1984: 22-3).

In the first phase, Stephen’s strategy had mixed success. The Western Australians were struggling to survive and could barely support even the first local tier of government. The South Australians successfully established the first tier, but financial difficulties suspended debate about the second (Pike 1957: 39, 241). The NSW Bill remained in limbo, but in May 1840 the NSW Governor Sir George Gipps introduced a local government Bill into the still-appointed NSW legislature, then withdrew it amid conflict between those of non-convict and ex-convict background (Melbourne 1963: 188-9, 231-56). This led to Stephen's second and most major attempt. In the *NSW Constitution Act 1842*, the British parliament finally enacted a new constitution for a two-thirds elected Legislative Council, as is well known, but also a detailed system of District Councils as the new base unit of territorial organization in the colonies. A multitude of council charters were issued and the system quickly showed signs of working at Port Phillip, but in the Sydney districts the attempt failed. By late 1845, all but one council was financially defunct, the new Legislative Council having used its power to deactivate the rating power on which the districts depended. The NSW legislators’ mantra of ‘no taxation without representation’ now meant ‘no taxation without responsible government’, coupled with the obviously self-interested reasons why the major pastoralists opposed making any such payments (Larcombe 1961: 30; McMinn 1979: 37).

Not yet admitting defeat, the Colonial Office concluded in January 1846 that the mistake had been to break the legislature's electoral dependency on the “municipal institutions designed to keep it in check” (Stephen, quoted Melbourne 1963: 319). Sir George Gipps replied that
there was now no alternative to separating the Port Phillip district as its own colony, even though this would offend the new policy of avoiding "dismemberment of any colony which, like New South Wales, may be of a size hereafter to become a nation" (quoted Melbourne 1963: 253, 337-8). Nevertheless, Stephen tried one more time. The third and final attempt saw Stephen revert to the 1838 plan and seek a secondary election nexus so that the existing legislatures became chosen by the District Councils. The 'Australian Charter' containing these principles was despatched to the colonies by the secretary-of-state, Earl Grey, in July 1847, combining Stephen's scheme with Grey's new plans for a free-trade national union, and reclassifying each of the existing four colonies as 'provinces' whose secondarily-elected legislatures would then choose further delegates to a national assembly (Egerton 1893: 284; Ward 1958: 23; Larcombe 1961: 12; Melbourne 1963: 275-353, 388; McMinn 1979: 92).

The end came when Grey abandoned the attempt in early 1848, after the Governor of New Zealand rejected an equivalent scheme for his colony sent seven months earlier, quickly followed by renewed Sydney attacks on the District Councils as "cumbersome and expensive" (Wentworth, quoted Melbourne 1963: 344-51). Stephen retired from office, returning just once in 1850 to plead the case for District Councils as a member of the Privy Council Committee on Trade and Plantations, but the attempt was over (Earl Grey 1853: 317-23, 427-8). In the Australian Constitutions Act No. 2 1850, the British parliament gave up on the District Council alternative, and instead chose to finally allow the subdivision of NSW to produce Victoria, and the colonies to draft and submit their own separate constitutions.

Even the existence of the Stephen model has been poorly recognised in Australia, let alone its importance and underlying nature. Its various iterations are generally regarded as disparate attempts to introduce some scheme of local government into NSW; only a few even suggest the attempts were connected (Ward 1958: 41-2; Larcombe 1961: 25-6; McMinn 1979: 42). The dominant view, stated in Melbourne's Early Constitutional Development, is that the final Charter reflected Stephen's "ideal system of colonial government", but that 1847 presented "merely the first" chance for him to pursue it; earlier plans for local government are assessed as an unrelated "sop" (1838) and the product of Gipps' genuine but "academic" commitment to local institutions (1842) (Melbourne 1963: 342-6, 232-6, 323). Further, historical scrutiny of the 1847 Charter has been dominated by the assumption it was a 'federal' proposal, and therefore not possibly related to any alternative British constitutional theory – an assumption already questioned elsewhere (Brown 2004b: 38, 50-51).

Revisiting Stephen's efforts in context, we find instead a coherent strategy for rebuilding Australian colonial structures on a constitutional path aligned less with federalism, and more with British unitary traditions. Figure 6 below sets out more clearly why this is the case. Although the Stephen model in its final iteration proposed a union of the four colonies, the cornerstone of the plan remained its attempt to reconstitute an alternative, non-federal base unit in the colonial political geography. This had multiple purposes, not least of which was to circumvent the need for more colonial subdivisions; and this fact, combined with the inevitably supreme role of the national or ‘general’ legislature once constituted, would have effectively confined the period of colonial subdivision to a relatively brief phase of Australia’s development (indeed, less than three decades). Consistently with its preferred ‘consolidation’ policies in Canada and elsewhere, the official British intention was clearly to go as far as possible towards reunifying the original NSW into one colony, with one general legislature, while rolling out constituent District Councils as colonization proceeded. Under this model the four provinces (NSW, Van Dieman’s Land, Western Australia and South
Australia) may have continued to exist on paper, but would never have developed much functional or political importance in the constitutional structure.

**Figure 6. The Stephen Model**

![Diagram of the Stephen Model]

The failure of Stephen's model does not detract from its historical significance as the first truly national, but fundamentally unitary and decentralized constitutional plan for colonial Australia. Particularly in their 1842 iteration, the District Councils were destroyed by the resistance of Sydney leaders not because they could *not* work, as some have since assumed, but because it appeared they would probably work quite well, challenging the power of the existing legislators and fragmenting their demand for responsible government (Melbourne 1963: 291, 297-301; McMinn 1979: 38). In principle, Sydney leaders recognized their constitutional legitimacy. James Macarthur, who had supported the original 1838 model, in 1841 gave further assurances that there could be “no objection” to a strong system of local government if “placed under the control of… a true legislature in the British sense of the word” (quoted Melbourne 1963: 258-9). It failed, in essence, because the horse had bolted, in two ways. The British authorities had already let the NSW pastoral elite develop too much power, backed by too much financial support within British politics itself, to institute an alternative political framework. Indeed in fighting to maximise its own position, the Sydney pastoral elite was of course now opposing both types of constitutional decentralisation, whether federal or unitary; but while this fed the Colonial Office’s frustration, there was little ultimately that could be done about it. Similarly direct popular support for the Councils was limited, because communities such as Port Phillip and Moreton Bay – while they adopted the councils – already also had their own concept of greater regional self-government in the form of the colonial separation granted to Van Dieman’s Land and South Australia. In the end, colonial policymakers could move neither forward nor back, and were forced to leave the problems of constitution-making to the colonists of the 1850s and beyond without ever resolving these first half-federal, then half-unitary efforts.

The rediscovery of Australia’s first truly comprehensive constitutional blueprint, as well as some of the features of our decentralized unitary traditions more broadly, pose both positive and negative lessons for the present day.

The fact that unitary traditions are indeed relevant in the present day is fairly obvious, and not simply in the form of continuing advocacy in favour of constitutional reform or abolition of the states. The legacy of a constitutional system whose base unitary and federal values are inadequately reconciled is with us every day, in a variety of real policy senses: from continuing doubts over the ability of institutional frameworks to transit towards regional environmental and economic sustainability, to arguments over the respective role of federal and state governments in the roll-out of localized services such as health and education, to the renewed imperative for a national and not state-based system of industrial relations, to serious concerns over public infrastructure planning and spending, to pinnacle arguments over collection and distribution of the GST. The question is not whether the Australian federal system is in imminent danger of collapse, as much as whether we might possibly adopt a more informed and intelligent approach to its evolution, in the face of the particular economic, social and environmental challenges that stretch before us in the global era.

A first positive lesson of our earlier unitary traditions, alongside those of our first federal ones, is that whatever their differences, both were distinctive for their strong common focus on how nationalism might be married with decentralization. The problem this highlights is that our dominant understandings of our federal system today contain almost no coherent theory of how public power and resources might be more effectively devolved to the local and regional levels where they are most clearly needed. As reflected at the outset in Figure 1, the third tradition in our ‘territorial trio’, dominating today, is a centralized form of federalism probably unique to Australia, in which two unitary levels of government – state and national – continue to conflict as much as they agree on their respective roles, with at best only occasional indirect political gains at local and regional levels. Even when not keen to ponder this problem too deeply, Prime Minister John Howard recognizes and endorses the basic position of those who favour some more lasting, structural solution:

The dispersal of power that a federal system promotes, together with its potential to deliver services closer to peoples’ needs, are threads of our political inheritance that I have always valued and respected. The trouble is that, in practice, there is often less to these arguments than meets the eye. For instance, the view that State governments have benign decentralist tendencies has always been something of a myth…. (Howard 2005).

In short, despite the richness of our political heritage and diversity of imported and adapted traditions, Australia has not succeeded in capturing the best of each of the two major territorial traditions in our history. While federal and unitary traditions do inevitably now coexist in our constitutional structures in a variety of ways, such as the "dual constitutional culture" built into the design of parliamentary and executive institutions (Galligan 1995: 46-51), it is another thing to regard these as fully reconciled in a particularly intelligent or satisfactory fashion. Rather we are confronted with the evidence that in territorial or spatial terms, our mixture of constitutional design and adaptation has mainly succeeded in institutionalizing the worst of each vein of thought. Federalism has given us divided
sovereignty, but locked in a spatial strategy in which this has limited practical benefits. Unitary traditions have given us nationhood and a platform for strong government in the Diceyan parliamentary tradition, but the decentralized elements of our unitary traditions have been marginalized and forgotten. No wonder our popular political psyche continues to hold such apparently enduring potential for contemplating the benefits of significant change.

Is change in the wind? Again, the signs are both positive and negative. One of the most promising indications of a revival of decentralized unitary values lies in the next likely phase of developments in Australian local government. Plans to bring local government yet further into the national constitutional system through the mechanisms of public finance, so that all three tiers have an agreed framework by which more federally-collected revenues might be allocated directly to locally-delivered public services, resonate favourably with the Stephen model and the decentralized unitary plans that came thereafter (Commonwealth 2003). Similar hope might be held for developments in regional governance more generally, since so many federal and state programs are once again oriented – with the acceptance of each – to policy development and implementation at the regional level. United around ‘triple bottom line’ goals of ecological, economic and social sustainability, the sheer dollar value of such programs calls for a substantial reconsideration of the most capable and legitimate institutional platform for their long-term delivery, if only we can learn the lessons of a history in which the least sustainable aspect of such programs has usually been the programs themselves (Brown forthcoming). Without some serious grappling with the constitutional and legislative basis for overhauled local and regional governance structures, the great and logical fear is that such initiatives will again end up as short-term administrative exercises that wither on the vine, or fall victim to changing party-political agendas, even though we know their philosophy and urgency to be more enduring and long-term.

The final key, then, is political imagination – a willingness to reinterrogate our past for its positive lessons about possible reconciliation of our constitutional traditions, and a preparedness to articulate and pursue a constitutional vision that appeals to values above and beyond those typically targeted in three-year electoral cycles. Even when relatively satisfied with the status quo, many Australians seem capable of imagining yet better ways of governing their nation, and have history on their side when it comes to judgments about this exercise’s importance and validity. What will serve us even better is an enlarged public discourse about how we expect our political systems to need to work and look in another 50 or 100 or 150 years, not because we can know with any precision what will then be needed, but because we know that in any event, our institutions cannot and will not ever stand still. Why admit constitutional defeat, when we have such rich traditions of constitutional debate to inform our collective destiny?
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